BROWN WRESTLERS ARE ENTIRELY OUTCLASSED

Tech Loses But One Match—Wood Stars—Smithy-Martin

In the last match only the Brown team succeded, and that was because of an injury to Smithy-Martin, the manager of the Tech team. Another bout required three minutes overtime for decision, but the Tech, man, Rounds, finally won. A big crowd was out to see the meet, and a regular M. I. T. cheer was given after each match.

President Maclaurin in Address to Alumni Explains Co-Operation

Much Enthusiasm Shown At Dinner—Entertainment Features Novel—J. Whiting '89, New Association Head.

FRESHMEN DEFEAT ST. JOHN'S PREP.

Richardson, Gargan, and Rausch Make Fine Showing—Score 34 To 21.

Saturday evening the Freshman Basketball Team defeated the St. John's Prep. team at Danvers by a score of 34 to 21. The game was closely fought throughout, and was marked by the fast playing of Richardson, Gargan, and Rausch for St. John's. Smith, Welch, and J. Smith were the star performers for St. John's. Cowlin and Morgan were right at home on the floor, as both are graduates of St. John's.

Before the floor and between halves, the St. John middles were beaten by the Brookline's of Salem, 23 to 15. The summary of the former game—

Rec 1917, St. John's Prep.

Gargan, r. B., Butler
Rausch, rl, Bateman, Hull
Richardson, rh, McAllister
Welch, rh, Drummond, Murphy
O'Brien, e, Welch
Cowlin, Getchel, rh, T. Smith
Kendall, Rausch, 1h, L. Smith
Score—Rec 1917, 34; St. John's, 21.

Goals from free throws—Richardson, 8; Rausch, 1h, Kendall, Cowlin, 2; Gargan, 3, L. Smith, 6; Welch, 2; T. Smith, 2; Goal from foul—L. Smith, Smith, Welch.

At 2 and 3 o'clock on Wednesday, the Sophomore Board will meet in the club to organize a class baseball team. The class will support a team.

Soph Board

At the meeting of the Sophomore Governing Board last Friday, G. H. Smart was elected baseball manager for the coming season, succeeding Lovejoy, resigned. A committee in charge of the elections for Technique 1916, consisting of Stetson, chairman, Lawrence, Foster, Hine, and Kandy, was appointed. It was voted to have the Board picture taken at 1:35 Friday at Kottman's.

Calendar

Monday, January 12, 1914

7:30 A. M.—Hockey Practice—Arena.

Tuesday, January 13, 1914

1:00—Junior Class Picture—Regents Steps.

4:00—Rifle Match vs. North Georgia Aggies.

Ranc Musial Club Meeting.

7:15—Brotherhood of St. Andrew Meeting.

7:20—Architectural Smoker—Union.
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CLARENCE AND BOYDSTON STREETS
I am sure that all of you who have had the plan in mind for so many months—an opinion expressed yesterday by one of them, Mr. Theodore V. Vail, the opinion, namely, that the acceptance of this plan is one of the greatest things that has happened, and much of its importance has happened since your last banquet, but I feel that everything else is overshadowed in interest and importance by the great doings of yesterday. The Faculty will have spent a long time to appreciate the significance of what has been done. Even you who are most keenly interested may scarcely yet realize it. But in due time I expect that most of you will share the opinion of practically all who have had the plan in mind for so many months.

General Plan of Co-operation.

What, then, is this plan? At least it is a procedure of simplicity, for its essentials it is simply this, that in future Harvard agrees to carry on all its work in engineering and mining in the buildings of Technology, is the control of the President of Technology, and what is of the first importance, to commit all interests of Technology, and of the interests of the University, or of the independence of the Institute since the last gathering. One of them, Mr. Vail foresees the splendid opportunities that lie before this great school opening to its students, as it will, the resources both of Harvard and of Technology, and benefiting, as it will, not only from the splendid achievements of Technology in its chosen field and from the good-will of the community towards Technology that has long been so generously manifested, but also from the power and the prestige of Harvard that are due to its historic setting and to its great record of accomplishment in the broad fields of education.

Merger and Anti-merger.

These gentlemen, are the larger issues, but there are some minor ones to which with your permission I shall briefly refer. The adoption of this agreement should put an end to the misunderstanding between Harvard men and Technology men. I am told that in earlier days there was a gulf between the two groups; it has been closing slowly for a long time. Differences and misunderstandings should now be buried in any space that may be left, and the gulf permanently closed. This agreement should end, once and for all, the differences between merger and anti-merger men. There can be no more talk of merger, for it has been proved that all the good that was ever claimed therefor can be attained without any merger at all. I believe that in the long run it will be recognized that the old merger fight, evil as it seemed, was a good thing for Technology. If I remember aright, I am associated in some way with a Peace Society, but none the less I believe that a fight is often a good thing. It rallies men to one another and to a cause, and it may be so conducted as to leave no bitterness behind. Certainly, there should be no bitterness here for both sides can see that judged by the ideals which their main contentions are right. The merger men held that co-operation and intimate co-operation between Harvard and Technology was desirable. The anti's said that co-operation was possible under conditions that would be more favorable to Technology.
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WRESTLING MEET

(Continued from page 1)

Treat and Morse repeated their unusual performance by winning their bouts: Treat a 'former getting a fall, Wood, a Tech freshman, won his first Varsity match by throwing his man in the short time of five minutes and 12 seconds. He should prove a valuable addition to the team.

Walter of the 158-pound class was matched against an extremely powerful man in Blue of Brown. The Tech man's skill, however, was more than a match for the Brown man's muscle, and Blue was lucky to get off without losing Brown. 'Growly' the Tech heavyweight, tied his man all up, and after a little heaving and hauling, rolled him upon his shoulders for a fall. The summary:-

115-pound class-Loo of Tech defeated Rice of Brown on decision. Time-Three periods, 6, 6 and 2 minutes.


135-pound class-Durkee of Tech defeated Bracket of Brown on decision. Time-Three periods, three periods.

Rounds of Tech defeated Newell of Brown on decision. Time-18 min., four periods.

Sullim of Brown defeated Martin of Tech on decision. Time called, 11-12 min.


158-pound class-Walter of Tech defeated Gottshall of Brown. Straight fall. Time-9 min.

Reference: Dr. W. J. Provan; timer-Cady.

ALUMNI DINNER

(Continued from page 3)

ogy. I do not see how any Tech man can reasonably complain of the conditions in this agreement.

"Mr. Smith" and Co-operation

Let me give you the impression regarding the matter made on the mind of one who will always be held in honor by every alumnus—I mean "Mr. Smith." I hesitate to give you further information about him lest against his wish I should disclose his identity, but I will risk this much. Having formerly said that he is not a Tech man, I now tell you clearly he is not a Harvard man. He "enthusiastically endorses present plan of co-operation," and when I explained it to him, his first remark was, "That is surely the greatest compliment ever paid to an institution of learning. It is a public and carefully considered expression on part of Harvard, the oldest and most famous university in the country, and one singularly well placed to know all that can be known about Technology, that it has absolute confidence in that institution and in its power to do the best that can possibly be done in its chosen field. If Technology in a certain arrangement as has been entered into could be possible only because Harvard, fortunate in many things, is peculiarly fortunate in being governed by men of broad and liberal spirit. These men at every stage of our negotiations showed that they had had no other thought than to strengthen both institutions for the common good.

COMMUNICATION

To the Editors of THE TECH:

With all this talk of Technology-Harvard co-operation I feel that the Institute shall take steps to explain just what this means to the student who is at present studying at either of the institutions. Personally I do not find the papers sufficiently clear to understand it. It has been suggested that President MacArthur call a Convocation and clear up many of doubtful points of the matter. This I think will be satisfactory to most of the men and prevent a good deal of meaningless discussion and criticism among students who are not certain of the facts.

Yours respectfully,

A Junior.

LOST ARTICLES

Articles enumerated below have been found. Owners of same may obtain them at the Office of the Supt. of Bldgs. and Power.

Books-Short Table of Integrals, Heath's Modern Language Series, Notebooks (4), Tragedy of Hamlet, Wells's Logarithmic Tables (2), Analytic Geometry; Watch, 2 Slide Rules, Technology Pin, 5 Pairs of Gloves, Check Book, Key, 2 Drawing mats, 5 Drawing Squares, Part of Slide Rule.

Boston Opera House

MONDAY, 8 to 10.45. TALES OF HOFFMANN. Edvina, Amesden, Scottie, Laflite, Marceaux, Cond., Andre-Caplet.

WEDNESDAY, 7.15 to 11.15 LOUISE. Edvina, D'Alvarra, Dalmoves, Marceaux, Cond., Andre-Caplet.

SATURDAY MATINEE. SAMSON ET DALILA. D'Alvarra, Ferrar-Foostana, Dangere.

SATURDAY EVENING. Rigoletto. Tambone, Blanchart, Marceans, Sampieri.